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Effectively Waterproofing and Protecting

Resisting Moisture Penetration, Rotting and Decay
DECK GUARDIAN™ is an elastomeric waterproofing acrylic, insulating ceramic, high build, wood and concrete urethanized deckover coating. It is a high technology waterborne formulation of elastomeric, 100% acrylic resin and urethane resulting in a flexible,
yet tough and durable, aesthetically pleasing deck surface coating. DECK GUARDIAN™ can expand and contract with porous
wood, yet is durable and hard enough to accommodate deck traffic. DECK GUARDIAN™ effectively penetrates, seals, waterproofs
and protects new wood and aged wood while resisting moisture penetration, and subsequent rotting and decay, thus protecting
against cracking, splitting and warping of wood. DECK GUARDIAN™ can fill dimensionally unstable cracks up to ¼”. It has excellent
mildew resistance and possesses ultraviolet resisting pigments that slow down the damaging effects of the sun's U.V. rays. It
protects and beautifies wood surfaces. Longevity and wear is relative to the amount of foot traffic to which the product is subjected.
Periodic recoating of high traffic areas may be necessary. DECK GUARDIAN™ has a sand pumice mixture additive called DECK
GUARDIAN SKID-TEX™ that can be added prior to coating to create a beautiful texture finish with excellent anti-skid properties.
The amount of DECK GUARDIAN SKID-TEX™ can be adjusted to be a light texture or heavy texture depending on desired
preference. DECK GUARDIAN™ is ideal for waterproofing and restoration of damaged decks and patios instead of total
replacement.

5 YEAR MANUFACTURER’s WARRANTY
NATIONWIDE PROTECTIVE COATING MFRS., INC. - www.nationwidecoatings.com - 1.800.423.7264 or 941.753.7500
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Resisting Moisture Penetration, Rotting and Decay

WOOD GUARDIAN™ is a clear gloss, siliconized acrylic, high solids wood and deck sealer finish. It is a high technology waterborne
formulation of a core technology acrylic resin mixture resulting in an unsurpassed, highly durable clear gloss finish that is soft
enough to expand and contract with porous wood, yet is durable and hard enough to accommodate deck traffic. WOOD
GUARDIAN™ protects the wood from sun while allowing the wood to gray naturally at a slower pace thus retarding the natural aging
process (silvering) of new, unexposed fresh wood. WOOD GUARDIAN™ effectively penetrates, seals, waterproofs and protects
aged wood while resisting moisture penetration, and subsequent rotting and decay. It has excellent mildew resistance and
possesses ultraviolet resisting nano-particles plus light stabilizing tinuvins that slow down the damaging effects of the sun's U.V.
rays. It protects and beautifies wood surfaces for up to five years depending on atmospheric conditions and geographic region.
Longevity and wear is relative to the amount of foot traffic to which the product is subjected. Periodic recoating of high traffic areas
may be necessary. The ultimate combination of acrylic resins and high-performance silicone forms a wood finish that repels and
beads up water, protecting against cracking, splitting and warping of wood. When coating begins to wear with age, prepare the
surface (see surface preparation) and re-coat. WOOD GUARDIAN™ is also available in a colored, Semi-Transparent Wood and
Deck Sealer Stain Finish, Product #:5631.

5 YEAR MANUFACTURER’s WARRANTY
NATIONWIDE PROTECTIVE COATING MFRS., INC. - www.nationwidecoatings.com - 1.800.423.7264 or 941.753.7500

